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Publisher’s Appreciation

I

n this, the first publication of the Lama Yeshe Wisdom Archive, we pay tribute to our holy
guru, Geshe Lama Thubten Yeshe Rinpoche, who brought the light of Dharma to the West.
In Tibetan, yeshe means ‘divine wisdom’, and in this booklet, Lama’s divine wisdom, love and

compassion radiate from every word of his precious teachings, blessing all who read them, alleviating
their suffering and bringing them quickly to enlightenment. It is our great joy to share Lama’s
profound wisdom with you here.
And forever we take refuge in our peerless teacher, Lama Thubten Zopa Rinpoche, who has
introduced thousands of people to the Dharma and guided us in every way since Lama Yeshe passed
away in 1984. Out of his great kindness and compassion, Rinpoche established the Archive in May,
1996, to make available the teachings it contains. We pray for his continued guidance until
samsara ends.
We would also like to express our appreciation for the incredible work done by Peter and Nicole
Kedge and Ven. Ailsa Cameron in developing the Archive over the past ten years or so. Without their
dedication and skill, this limitless source of infinite wisdom would not be nearly as accessible as it is.
Because of their efforts, fortunate readers all over the world have been able to read the teachings of
Lama Yeshe and Lama Zopa Rinpoche and in future will be able to read many more.

Nicholas Ribush
Director
January 1998
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Editor’s Introduction

L

ama Yeshe’s teachings are unique. Nobody taught like Lama. Spontaneous, from the heart,
in the moment, direct; every word an instruction to be practiced. Lama’s English was
unique. Nobody spoke like Lama. Highly creative, Lama expressed himself not only

verbally, but physically and facially as well. How to convey this miraculous transmission on paper?
As I have noted elsewhere, those of us presented with this challenge do the best we can.

As Lama frequently liked to point out, his teachings were not dry, academic, philosophical
discourses but practical, down–to–earth methods for looking within and understanding the mind.
Lama always challenged us to find out who we are, what we are. In his inimitable, provocative style, he
would dare us to examine our preconceptions fearlessly, in the hope that we would see for ourselves
how everything comes from the mind; that we create our own suffering and happiness; that we must
take personal responsibility for whatever we experience, good or bad.

Here we offer three talks by Lama Yeshe on the general topic of Buddhism. They were public
lectures given more than twenty years ago to mainly Western audiences. Nevertheless, as Lama also
liked to point out, Lord Buddha’s timeless teachings are as universally relevant today as they were
when they were first given, over 2,500 years ago. Therefore, there is no doubt that now, a mere two
decades down the road, Lama Yeshe’s teachings are as globally applicable as they were back in the 70s.
Each lecture is followed by a question and answer session. Lama and his audiences always enjoyed
the give and take of these lively exchanges, and pretty much anything went. For most people, it was
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their first ever encounter with a Tibetan lama, and they brought along several years’ worth of
questions. As is apparent, Lama handled everything with great compassion, humor and aplomb.
Although these talks were called lectures, I think Lama would have each of us use them as a mirror
for our minds and look beyond the words, find ourselves, and become our own psychologist.
I would like to thank Cheryl Bentsen, Rand Engel and Wendy Cook for their insightful comments,
which greatly improved the edited version of these talks, and Garrett Brown and Jennifer Martin for
their help in the design and production of the booklet.
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Finding Ourselves Through Buddhism

W

hen we study Buddhism, we are studying ourselves, the nature of our own minds.
Instead of focusing on some supreme being, Buddhism emphasizes more practical
matters, such as how to lead our lives, how to integrate our minds and how to keep

our everyday lives peaceful and healthy. In other words, Buddhism always accentuates experiential
knowledge–wisdom rather than some dogmatic view. In fact, we don’t even consider Buddhism to be
a religion in the usual sense of the term. From the lamas’ point of view, Buddhist teachings are more
in the realm of philosophy, science or psychology.
The human mind instinctively seeks happiness. East, West– there’s no difference; everybody’s doing
the same thing. But if your search for happiness is causing you to grasp emotionally at the sense
world, it can be very dangerous. You have no control.
Now, don’t think that control is an Eastern thing, a Buddhist thing. We all need control, especially
those of us caught up in the materialistic life; psychologically, emotionally, we’re too involved in
objects of attachment. From the Buddhist point of view, that’s an unhealthy mind; the person is
mentally ill.
Actually, you already know that external, scientific technological development alone cannot satisfy
the desires of your attachment or solve your other emotional problems. But what Lord Buddha’s
teaching shows you is the characteristic nature of human potential, the capacity of the human mind.
When you study Buddhism, you learn what you are and how to develop further; instead of
emphasizing some kind of supernatural belief system, Buddhist methods teach you to develop a deep
understanding of yourself and all other phenomena.
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However, whether you are religious or a materialist, a believer or an atheist, it is crucial that you
know how your own mind works. If you don’t, you’ll go around thinking you’re healthy, when in
reality, the deep root of afflictive emotions, the true cause of all psychological disease, is there,
growing within you. Because of that, all it takes is some tiny external thing changing, something
insignificant going wrong, and within a few seconds, you’re completely upset. To me, that shows
you’re mentally ill. Why? Because you’re obsessed with the sense world, blinded by attachment, and
under the control of the fundamental cause of all problems, not knowing the nature of your
own mind.
It doesn’t matter if you try to refute what I’m saying by telling me that you don’t believe it. It’s not a
question of belief. No matter how much you say, “I don’t believe I have a nose,” your nose is still there,
right between your eyes. Your nose is always there, whether you believe it or not.
I’ve met many people who proudly proclaim, “I’m not a believer.” They’re so proud of their
professed lack of belief in anything. You check up; this is important to know. In the world today there
are so many contradictions. Scientific materialists boast, “I don’t believe”; religious people say,
“I believe.” But no matter what you think, you still need to know the characteristic nature of your
own mind. If you don’t, then no matter how much you talk about the shortcomings of attachment,
you have no idea what attachment actually is or how to control it. Words are easy. What’s really
difficult is to understand the true nature of attachment.
For example, when people first made cars and planes, their intention was to be able to do things
more quickly so that they’d have more time for rest. But what’s happened instead is that people are
more restless than ever. Examine your own everyday life. Because of attachment, you get emotionally
involved in a concrete sense world of your own creation, denying yourself the space or time to see the
reality of your own mind. To me, that’s the very definition of a difficult life. You cannot find
satisfaction or enjoyment. The truth is that pleasure and joy actually come from the mind, not
from objective phenomena.
Nevertheless, some intelligent, skeptical people do understand to a degree that material objects do
not guarantee a worthwhile, enjoyable life and are trying to see if there really is something else that
might offer true satisfaction.
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When Lord Buddha spoke about suffering, he wasn’t referring simply to superficial problems like
illness and injury, but to the fact that the dissatisfied nature of the mind itself is suffering. No matter
how much of something you get, it never satisfies your desire for better or more. This unceasing
desire is suffering; its nature is emotional frustration.
Buddhist psychology describes six basic emotions that frustrate the human mind, disturbing its
peace, making it restless: ignorance, attachment, anger, pride, deluded doubt and distorted views.
These are mental attitudes, not external phenomena. Buddhism emphasizes that to overcome these
delusions, the root of all your suffering, belief and faith are not much help: you have to understand
their nature.
If you do not investigate your own mind with introspective knowledge–wisdom, you will never see
what’s in there. Without checking, no matter how much you talk about your mind and your
emotions, you’ll never really understand that your basic emotion is egocentricity and that this is
what’s making you restless.
Now, to overcome your ego you don’t have to give up all your possessions. Keep your possessions;
they’re not what’s making your life difficult. You’re restless because you are clinging to your
possessions with attachment; ego and attachment pollute your mind, making it unclear, ignorant and
agitated, and prevent the light of wisdom from growing. The solution to this problem is meditation.
Meditation does not imply only the development of single pointed concentration, sitting in some
corner doing nothing. Meditation is an alert state of mind, the opposite of sluggishness; meditation is
wisdom. You should remain aware every moment of your daily life, fully conscious of what you are
doing, and why and how you are doing it.
We do almost everything unconsciously. We eat unconsciously; we drink unconsciously; we talk
unconsciously. Although we claim to be conscious, we are completely unaware of the afflictions
rampaging through our minds, influencing everything we do.
Check up for yourselves; experiment. I’m not being judgmental or putting you down. This is how
Buddhism works. It gives you ideas that you can check out in your own experience to see if they’re
true or not. It’s very down–to–earth; I’m not talking about something way up there in the sky. It’s
actually a very simple thing.
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If you don’t know the characteristic nature of attachment and its objects, how can you generate
loving kindness towards your friends, your parents or your country? From the Buddhist point of
view, it’s impossible. When you hurt your parents or your friends, it’s your unconscious mind at
work. When acting out his anger, the angry person is completely oblivious as to what’s happening in
his mind. Being unconscious makes us hurt and disrespect other sentient beings; being unaware of
our own behavior and mental attitude makes us lose our humanity. That’s all. It’s so simple, isn’t it?
These days, people study and train to become psychologists. Lord Buddha’s idea is that everybody
should become a psychologist. Each of us should know our own mind; you should become your own
psychologist. This is definitely possible; every human being has the ability to understand his or her
own mind. When you understand your own mind, control follows naturally.
Don’t think that control is just some Himalayan trip or that it must be easier for people who don’t
have many possessions. That’s not necessarily true. Next time you are emotionally upset, check for
yourself. Instead of busily doing something to distract yourself, relax and try to become aware of
what you’re doing. Ask yourself, “Why am I doing this? How am I doing it? What’s the cause?” You
will find this to be a wonderful experience. Your main problem is a lack of intensive
knowledge–wisdom, awareness, or consciousness, therefore, you will discover that through
understanding, you can easily solve your problems.
To feel loving kindness for others, you have to know the nature of the object. If you don’t, then
even though you say, “I love him; I love her,” it’s just your arrogant mind taking you on yet another
ego trip. Make sure you know how and why. It is very important that you become your own
psychologist. Then you can treat yourself through the understanding wisdom of your own mind;
you’ll be able to relax with and enjoy your friends and possessions instead of becoming restless and
berserk and wasting your life.
To become your own psychologist, you don’t have to learn some big philosophy. All you have to do
is examine your own mind every day. You already examine material things every day– every morning
you check out the food in your kitchen– but you never investigate your mind. Checking your mind is
much more important.
Nevertheless, most people seem to believe the opposite. They seem to think that they can simply
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buy the solution to whatever problem they’re facing. The materialistic attitude that money can buy
whatever you need to be happy, that you can purchase a peaceful mind, is obviously not true, but
even though you may not say the words, this is what you’re thinking. It’s a complete misconception.
Even people who consider themselves religious need to understand their own minds. Faith alone
never stops problems; understanding knowledge–wisdom always does. Lord Buddha himself said that
belief in Buddha was dangerous; that instead of just believing in something, people should use their
minds to try to discover their own true nature. Belief based on understanding is fine; once you realize
or are intellectually clear about something, belief follows automatically. However, if your faith is
based on misconceptions it can easily be destroyed by what others say.
Unfortunately, even though they consider themselves religious, many spiritually inclined people are
weak. Why? Because they don’t understand the true nature of their mind. If you really know what
your mind is and how it works, you’ll understand that it’s mental energy that prevents you from being
healthy. When you understand your own mind’s view, or perception, of the world, you’ll realize that
not only are you constantly grasping at the sense world, but also that what you’re grasping at is
merely imaginary, that you’re too concerned with what’s going to happen in a non– existent future
and totally unconscious of the present moment, that you are living for a mere projection.
Don’t you agree that a mind that is unconscious in the present and constantly grasping at the future
is unhealthy?
It is important to be conscious in your everyday life. The nature of conscious awareness and
wisdom is peace and joy. You don’t need to grasp at some future resultant joy. As long as you follow
the path of right understanding and right action to the best of your ability, the result will be
immediate, simultaneous with the action. You don’t have to think, “If I spend my lifetime acting
right, perhaps I’ll get some good result in my next life.” You don’t need to obsess over the attainment
of future realizations. As long as you act in the present with as much understanding as you possibly
can, you’ll realize everlasting peace in no time at all.
And I think that’s enough from me. Better that we have a question and answer session, instead of
my talking all the time. Thank you.
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Q. When you were talking about meditation, you didn’t mention visualization. It seems that some people
find it relatively easy to visualize while others find it quite difficult. How important is it to develop the
ability to visualize things in the mind?
Lama. Many people have trouble visualizing what’s described to them simply because they have not
trained their minds in it, but for some it’s because they have a poor imagination; they’re too physical.
Perhaps they think that all there is to their being is their physical body, that there’s no mind apart
from their brain. However, Buddhism has methods whereby you can train your mind and develop the
ability to visualize in meditation. But in reality, you visualize all day long. Whatever you eat in the
morning, your breakfast is a visualization. Whenever you go shopping and think, “This is nice,” or “I
don’t like that,” whatever you’re looking at is a projection of your own mind. When you get up in the
morning and see the sun shining and think, “Oh, it’s going to be nice today,” that’s your own mind
visualizing. Actually, visualization is quite well understood. Even shopkeepers and advertising agents
know the importance of visualization, so they create displays or billboards to attract your attention:
“Buy this!” They know that pictures you see affect your mind, your visualization. Visualization is not
something supernatural; it’s scientific.
Q. From what you say, I get the impression you’re somewhat critical of the West, that you laugh at what
we do and the way we try to civilize the uncivilized. I don’t really have a question, but what future do you
see for mankind in terms of what the so–called progressive West is developing: bigger planes, bigger
houses, bigger supermarkets? What future do you see for the West?
Lama. I see that Western people are getting busier and busier, more and more restless. I’m not
criticizing material or technological development as such, but rather the uncontrolled mind. Because
you don’t know who or what you are, you spend your life blindly grasping at what I call “supermarket
goodness.” You agitate your own life; you make yourself restless. Instead of integrating your life, you
splinter it. Check up for yourself. I’m not putting you down. In fact, Buddhism doesn’t allow us to
dogmatically put down anybody else’s way of life. All I’m trying to suggest is that you consider
looking at things another way.
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Q. Lama, like yourself, most of the Tibetan teachers we see are men. I was wondering if there are any
female rinpoches or tulkus?
Lama. Yes, of course. Men and women are completely equal when it comes to developing higher states
of mind. In Tibet, monks would sometimes take teachings from female rinpoches. Buddhism teaches
that you can’t judge people from the outside; you can’t say, “He’s nothing; I’m special.” You can never
really tell just by looking who’s higher and who’s lower.
Q. Is the role of a Buddhist nun very different from that of a monk?
Lama. Not really. They study the same things and teach their students in the same way.
Q. Sometimes it’s hard to find a teacher. Is it dangerous to try to practice tantra, for example, without a
teacher, just by reading books?
Lama. Yes, very dangerous. Without specific instructions, you can’t just pick up a book on tantra and
think, “Wow, what fantastic ideas. I want to practice this right now!” This kind of attitude never
brings realizations. You need the guidance of an experienced teacher. Sure, the ideas are fantastic, but
if you don’t know the method, you can’t put them into your own experience; you have to have the
key. Many Buddhist books have been translated into English. They’ll tell you, “Attachment is bad;
don’t get angry,” but how do you actually abandon attachment and anger? The Bible, too,
recommends universal love, but how do you bring universal love into your own experience? You need
the key, and sometimes only a teacher can give you that.
Q. What should people in the West do when they can’t find a teacher? Should those who are really
searching go to the East to find one?
Lama. Don’t worry. When the time is right, you’ll meet your teacher. Buddhism doesn’t believe that
you can push other people: “Everybody should learn to meditate; everybody should become
Buddhists.” That’s stupid. Pushing people is unwise. When you’re ready, some kind of magnetic
energy will bring you together with your teacher. About going to the East, it depends on your
personal situation. Check up. The important thing is to search with wisdom and not blind faith.
Sometimes, even if you go to the East, you still can’t find a teacher. It takes time.
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Q. What is the Buddhist attitude towards suicide?
Lama. People who take their own lives have no understanding of the purpose or value of being
born human. They kill themselves out of ignorance. They can’t find satisfaction, so they think,
“I’m hopeless.”
Q. If a person, out of ignorance perhaps, believes he has achieved enlightenment, what is his purpose in
continuing to live?
Lama. An ignorant person who thinks he’s enlightened is completely mentally polluted and is simply
compounding the ignorance he already has. All he has to do is to check the actions of his
uncontrolled mind and he’ll realize he’s not enlightened. Also, you don’t have to ask others, “Am I
enlightened?” Just check your own experiences. Enlightenment is a highly personal thing.
Q. I like the way that you stress the importance of understanding over belief, but I find it difficult to know
how a person brought up in the West or given a scientific education can understand the concept of
reincarnation: past, present and future lives. How can you prove that they exist?
Lama. If you can realize your own mind’s continuity from the time you were a tiny embryo in your
mother’s womb up to the present time, then you’ll understand. The continuity of your mental energy
is a bit like the flow of electricity from a generator through the wires until it lights up a lamp. From
the moment it’s conceived, as your body evolves, mental energy is constantly running through it–
changing, changing, changing– and if you can realize that, you can more easily understand your own
mind’s previous continuity. As I keep saying, it’s never simply a question of belief. Of course, initially
it’s difficult to accept the idea of reincarnation because these days it’s such a new concept for most
people, especially those brought up in the West. They don’t teach you continuity of consciousness in
school; you don’t study the nature of the mind– who you are, what you are– in college. So of course,
it’s all new to you. But if you think it’s important to know who and what you are, and you investigate
your mind through meditation, you will easily come to understand the difference between your body
and your mind; you will recognize the continuity of your own consciousness; from there you will be
able to realize your previous lives. It is not necessary to accept reincarnation on faith alone.
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Q. Could you please explain the relationship between meditation, enlightenment and supernormal
mental powers, such as seeing the future, reading other people’s minds and seeing what’s happening in a
place that’s far away?
Lama. While it’s definitely possible to achieve clairvoyance through developing single–pointed
concentration, we have a long way to go. As you slowly, slowly gain a better understanding of your
own mind, you will gradually develop the ability to see such things. But it’s not that easy, where you
meditate just once and all of a sudden you can see the future or become enlightened. It takes time.
Q. If you are meditating, working towards enlightenment, do these powers come with control or just all of
a sudden, with no control at all?
Lama. True powers come with control. They’re not like the uncontrolled emotional hallucinations
you experience after you’ve taken drugs. Even before you reach enlightenment, you can develop
insight into your past and future lives and read other people’s minds, but this comes about only
through the controlled and gradual development of wisdom.
Q. Do you yourself have the power to separate your mind from your body and astral travel or
do other things?
Lama. No.
Q. Does His Holiness the Dalai Lama have the power to do that?
Lama. The Mahayana Buddhism of Tibet certainly does contain an unbroken oral tradition of
teachings on the development of supernormal powers, which has passed from realized guru to
disciple from the time of the Buddha himself down to the present, but even though that teaching
exists, it doesn’t mean that I have accomplished it. Furthermore, Tibetan Buddhism prohibits any
lama who does have such realizations from proclaiming them. Even when you do attain
enlightenment, unless there’s a good reason, you’re not allowed to go around telling everyone that
you’re a buddha. Be careful. Our system is different from yours. In the West, you hear of people who
say, “Last night God spoke to me in my dreams.” We think it can be dangerous for people to broadcast
details of their mystical experiences, therefore, we don’t allow it.
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Q. Some years ago I read a book called The Third Eye about a gentleman who had extraordinary powers.
Have many people had their third eye opened?
Lama. What the author of that book, Lobsang Rampa, says is a literal misconception. The third eye is
not a physical thing but rather a metaphor for wisdom. Your third eye is the one that sees beyond
ordinary sense perception into the nature of your own mind.
Q. Since Buddhism believes in reincarnation, can you tell me how long there is between lives?
Lama. It can be anything from a few moments up to seven weeks. At the moment the consciousness
separates from the body, the subtle body of the intermediate state is already there, waiting for it. Due
to the force of craving for another physical body, the intermediate state being searches for an
appropriate form, and when it finds one, it takes rebirth.
Q. How does Buddhism explain the population explosion? If you believe in reincarnation, how is it that
the population is expanding all the time?
Lama. That’s simple. Like modern science, Buddhism talks about the existence of billions and billions
of galaxies. The consciousness of a person born on earth may have come from a galaxy far away,
drawn here by the force of karma, which connects that person’s mental energy to this planet.
On the other hand, the consciousness of a person dying on this earth may at the time of death be
karmically directed to a rebirth in another galaxy, far from here. If more minds are being drawn to
earth, the population increases; if fewer, it declines. That does not mean that brand new minds are
coming into existence. Each mind taking rebirth here on earth has come from its previous life,
perhaps in another galaxy, perhaps on earth itself, but not from nowhere, in accordance with the
cyclic nature of worldly existence.
Q. Is Buddhist meditation better than any other form of meditation or is it simply a case of different
forms of meditation suiting different people?
Lama. I can’t say that Buddhist meditation is better than that of other religions. It all depends
upon the individual.
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Q. If someone were already practicing one form of meditation, say, transcendental meditation, would
there be any point in that person trying Buddhist meditation as well?
Lama. Not necessarily. If you find that your meditation practice completely awakens your mind and
brings you everlasting peace and satisfaction, why try anything else? But if, despite your practice, your
mind remains polluted and your actions are still uncontrolled– constantly, instinctively giving harm
to others– I think you have a long way to go, baby. It’s a very personal thing.
Q. Can a bodhisattva be a Marxist in order to create social harmony? I mean, is there a place for the
bodhisattva in Marxism or, vice versa, is there a place in Marxism for the bodhisattva? Could Marxism be
a tool in the abolition of all sentient beings’ suffering?
Lama. Well, it’s pretty hard for someone like me to comment on a bodhisattva’s actions, but I have my
doubts about a bodhisattva becoming a communist in order to stop social problems. Problems exist
in the minds of individuals. You have to solve your own problems, no matter what kind of society you
live in, socialist, communist or capitalist. You must check your own mind. Your problem is not
society’s problem, not my problem. You are responsible for your own problems just as you’re
responsible for your own liberation or enlightenment. Otherwise you’re going to say, “Supermarkets
help people because they can buy the stuff they need in them. If I work in a supermarket I’ll really be
contributing to society.” Then, after doing that for a while, you’re going to say, “Maybe supermarkets
don’t help that much after all. I’d be of more help to others if I took a job in an office.” None of those
things solve social problems. But first of all you have to check where you got the idea that by
becoming a communist, a bodhisattva could help all mother sentient beings.
Q. I was thinking that many people in the world today are hungry and deprived of basic needs and that
while they’re preoccupied with hunger and the safety and security of their family, it’s hard for them to
grasp the more subtle aspects of phenomena, such as the nature of their own minds.
Lama. Yes, I understand what you are saying. But don’t forget that the starving person preoccupied by
hunger and the obese person obsessing over what else to buy in the supermarket are basically the
same. Don’t just focus on those who are materially deprived. Mentally, rich and poor are equally
disturbed, and, fundamentally, one is as unhappy as the other.
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Q. But Lord Krishna united India in a spiritual war, the war of Dharma, and as a result, at one time, all
the people of India had the ability to engage in spiritual practice. Couldn’t we now spread the Dharma
amongst all the people on earth and establish a better global society through a kind of spiritual socialism?
Lama. First of all, I think that what you’re saying is potentially very dangerous. Only a few people
would understand what you’re talking about. Generally, you can’t say that actions that give harm to
mother sentient beings are those of a bodhisattva. Buddhism forbids you to kill other sentient beings,
even for supposedly religious reasons. In Buddhism, there’s no such thing as a holy war. You have to
understand this. And secondly, it’s impossible to equalize everybody on earth through force. Until you
fully understand the minds of all beings throughout the universe and have abandoned the minds of
self–cherishing and attachment, you will never make all living beings one. It’s impossible.
Q. I don’t mean making all people the same, because obviously there are going to be different mental
levels. But we could establish a universal human society on the basis of socialistic economic theory.
Lama. I think you shouldn’t worry about that. You’d be better off worrying about the society of your
own mind. That’s more worthwhile, more realistic, than making projections about what’s
happening in the world around you.
Q. But is it not a spiritual practice to strike a balance between your own self–realization and service to
humanity?
Lama. Yes, you can serve society, but you can’t homogenize all sentient beings’ actions
simultaneously, just like that. Lord Buddha wants all sentient beings to become enlightened right
away, but our negative karma is too strong, so we remain uncontrolled. You can’t wave a magic wand,
“I want everybody to be equally happy,” and expect it to happen just like that. Be wise. Only a wise
mind can offer equality and peace. You can’t do it through emotional rationalization. And you have to
know that communist ideas about how best to equalize sentient beings are very different from those
of Lord Buddha. You can’t mix such different ideas. Don’t fantasize; be realistic.
Q. In conclusion, then, are you saying that it’s impossible to create one common spiritual society
on this planet?
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Lama. Even if you could, it would not stop people’s problems. Even if you made a single society of all
the inhabitants of the entire universe, there would still be attachment, there would still be anger, there
would still be hunger. Problems lie within each individual. People are not the same; everybody is
different. Each of us needs different methods according to our individual psychological makeup,
mental attitudes and personality; each of us needs a different approach in order to attain
enlightenment. That’s why Buddhism completely accepts the existence of other religions and
philosophies. We recognize that they are all necessary for human development. You can’t say that any
one way of thinking is right for everybody. That’s just dogma.
Q. What do you say about drugs that expand the consciousness? Can one experience the bardo under the
influence of drugs?
Lama. Yes, it’s possible– take an overdose and soon enough you’ll experience the bardo. No, I’m just
joking. There’s no way to get the bardo experience through taking drugs.
Q. Can you read people’s auras?
Lama. No, but everybody does have an aura. Aura means vibration. Each of us has our own mental
and physical vibration. When you are psychologically upset, your physical environment changes
visibly. Everybody goes through that. As science and Buddhism both assert, all physical matter has its
own vibration. So people’s mental states affect that vibration of their body, and these changes are
reflected in the person’s aura. That’s the simple explanation of the aura. To gain a deep
understanding, you have to understand your mind. First learn to read your own mind, then you’ll be
able to read the minds of others.
Q. How does meditation remove emotional blockages?
Lama. There are many different ways. One is through understanding the nature of your emotions.
That way, your emotion is digested into knowledge–wisdom. Digesting your emotions by wisdom is
really worthwhile.
Thank you. Good night. Thank you so much.
Auckland, New Zealand, 7 June 1975
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Religion: The Path of Inquiry

P

eople have many different ideas about the nature of religion in general and Buddhism in
particular. Those who consider religion and Buddhism at only the superficial, intellectual
level will never understand the true significance of either. And those whose view of religion

is even more superficial than that will probably not even consider Buddhism to be a religion at all.
First of all, in Buddhism we’re not that interested in talking about the Buddha himself. Nor was he;
he wasn’t interested in people believing in him, so to this day Buddhism has never encouraged its
followers simply to believe in the Buddha. We have always been more interested in understanding
human psychology, the nature of the mind. Thus, Buddhist practitioners always try to understand
their own mental attitudes, concepts, perceptions and consciousness. Those are the things that
really matter.
Otherwise, if you forget about yourself and your delusions and focus instead on some lofty idea–
like “What is Buddha?”– your spiritual journey becomes a dream–like hallucination. That’s possible;
be careful. In your mind there’s no connection between Buddha, or God, and yourself. They’re
completely separate things: you’re completely down here; Buddha, or God, is completely up there.
There’s no connection whatsoever. It’s not realistic to think that way. It’s too extreme. You’re putting
one thing down at the lower extreme and the other way up at the upper. In Buddhism, we call that
kind of mind dualistic.
Furthermore, if humans are completely negative by nature, what is the point of seeking a higher
idea? Anyway, ideas are not realizations. People always want to know all about the highest attainments
or the nature of God, but such intellectual knowledge has nothing to do with their lives or their
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minds. True religion should be the pursuit of self–realization, not an exercise in the accumulation
of facts.
In Buddhism, we are not particularly interested in the quest for intellectual knowledge alone. We
are much more interested in understanding what’s happening here and now, in comprehending our
present experiences, what we are at this very moment, our fundamental nature. We want to know
how to find satisfaction, how to find happiness and joy instead of depression and misery, how to
overcome the feeling that our nature is totally negative.
Lord Buddha himself taught that basically, human nature is pure, egoless, just as the sky is by
nature clear, not cloudy. Clouds come and go, but the blue sky is always there; clouds don’t alter the
fundamental nature of the sky. Similarly, the human mind is fundamentally pure, not one with the
ego. Anyway, whether you are a religious person or not, if you can’t separate yourself from your ego,
you’re completely misguided; you’ve created for yourself a totally unrealistic philosophy of life that
has nothing whatsoever to do with reality.
Instead of grasping at intellectual knowledge, wanting to know what’s the highest thing going,
you’d be much better off trying to gain an understanding of the basic nature of your own mind and
how to deal with it right now. It is so important to know how to act effectively: method is the key to
any religion, the most important thing to learn.
Say you hear about an amazing treasure house containing jewels for the taking but you don’t have
the key to the door: all your fantasies about how you’ll spend your new–found wealth are a complete
hallucination. Similarly, fantasizing about wonderful religious ideas and peak experiences but having
no interest in immediate action or the methods of attainment is totally unrealistic. If you have no
method, no key, no way to bring your religion into your everyday life, you’d be better off with
Coca–Cola. At least that quenches your thirst. If your religion is simply an idea, it’s as insubstantial as
air. You should be very careful that you understand exactly what religion is and how it should be
practiced.
Lord Buddha himself said, “Belief is not important. Don’t believe what I say just because I said it.”
These were his dying words. “I have taught many different methods because there are many different
individuals. Before you embrace any of them, use your wisdom to check that they fit your
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psychological make–up, your own mind. If my methods seem to make sense and work for you, by all
means adopt them. But if you don’t relate to them, even though they might sound wonderful, leave
them be. They were taught for somebody else.”
These days, you can’t tell most people that they should believe something just because Buddha said,
because God said. It’s not enough for them. They’ll reject it; they want proof. But those who cannot
understand that the nature of their mind is pure will be unable to see the possibility of discovering
their innate purity and will lose whatever chance they had to do so. If you think that your mind is
fundamentally negative, you tend to lose all hope.
Of course, the human mind has both positive and negative sides. But the negative is transient, very
temporary. Your up and down emotions are like clouds in the sky; beyond them, the real, basic
human nature is clear and pure.
Many people misunderstand Buddhism. Even some professors of Buddhist studies look at just the
words and interpret what the Buddha taught very literally. They don’t understand his methods, which
are the real essence of his teachings. In my opinion, the most important aspect of any religion is its
methods: how to put that religion into your own experience. The better you understand how to do
that, the more effective your religion becomes. Your practice becomes so natural, so realistic; you
easily come to understand your own nature, your own mind, and you don’t get surprised by whatever
you find in it. Then, when you understand the nature of your own mind, you’ll be able to control it
naturally; you won’t have to push so hard; understanding naturally brings control.
Many people will imagine that control of the mind is some kind of tight, restrictive bondage.
Actually, control is a natural state. But you’re not going to say that, are you? You’re going to say that
the mind is uncontrolled by nature, that it is natural for the mind to be uncontrolled. But it’s not.
When you realize the nature of your uncontrolled mind, control comes as naturally as your present
uncontrolled state arises. Moreover, the only way to gain control over your mind is to understand its
nature. You can never force your mind, your internal world, to change. Nor can you purify your
mind, by punishing yourself physically, by beating your body. That’s totally impossible. Impurity, sin,
negativity or whatever else you want to call it is psychological, a mental phenomenon, so you can’t
stop it physically. Purification requires a skillful combination of method and wisdom.
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To purify your mind, you don’t have to believe in something special up there– God, or Buddha.
Don’t worry about that. When you truly realize the up and down nature of your everyday life, the
characteristic nature of your own mental attitude, you’ll automatically want to implement a solution.
These days, many people are disillusioned with religion; they seem to think it doesn’t work.
Religion works. It offers fantastic solutions to all your problems. The problem is that people don’t
understand the characteristic nature of religion, so they don’t have the will to implement its methods.
Consider the materialistic life. It’s a state of complete agitation and conflict. You can never fix
things to be the way you want. You can’t just wake up in the morning and decide exactly how you
want your day to unfold. Forget about weeks, months, or years; you can’t even predetermine one day.
If I were to ask you right now if can you get up in the morning and set exactly how your day was
going to go, how you were going to feel each moment, what would you say? There’s no way you can
do that, is there?
No matter how much you make yourself materially comfortable, no matter how you arrange your
house– you have this, you have that; you put one thing here, you put another there– you can never
manipulate your mind in the same way. You can never determine the way you’re going to feel all day.
How can you fix your mind like that? How can you say, “Today I’m going to be like this”? I can tell
you with absolute certainty, as long as your mind is uncontrolled, agitated and dualistic, there’s no
way; it’s impossible. When I say this, I’m not putting you down; I’m just talking about the way the
mind works.
What all this goes to show is that no matter how you make yourself materially comfortable, no
matter how much you tell yourself, “Oh, this makes me happy, today I’m going to be happy all day
long,” it’s impossible to predetermine your life like that. Automatically, your feelings keep changing,
changing, changing. This shows that the materialistic life doesn’t work. However, I don’t mean that
you should renounce the worldly life and become ascetics. That’s not what I’m saying. My point is
that if you understand spiritual principles correctly and act accordingly, you will find much greater
satisfaction and meaning in your life than you will by relying on the sense world alone. The sense
world alone cannot satisfy the human mind.
Thus, the only purpose for the existence of what we call religion is for us to understand the nature
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of our own psyche, our own mind, our own feelings. Whatever name we give to our spiritual path, the
most important thing is that we get to know our own experiences, our own feelings. Therefore, the
lamas’ experience of Buddhism is that instead of emphasizing belief, it places prime importance on
personal experimentation, putting Dharma methods into action and assessing the effect they have on
our minds: do these methods help? Have our minds changed or are they just as uncontrolled as they
ever were? This is Buddhism, and this method of checking the mind is called meditation.
It’s an individual thing; you can’t generalize. It all comes down to personal understanding, personal
experience. If your path is not providing solutions to your problems, answers to your questions,
satisfaction to your mind, you must check up. Perhaps there’s something wrong with your point of
view, your understanding. You can’t necessarily conclude that there’s something wrong with your
religion just because you tried it and it didn’t work. Different individuals have their own ideas, views,
and understanding of religion, and can make mistakes. Therefore, make sure that the way you
understand your religion’s ideas and methods is correct. If you make the right effort on the basis of
right understanding, you will experience deep inner satisfaction. Thus, you’ll prove to yourself that
satisfaction does not depend on anything external. True satisfaction comes from the mind.
We often feel miserable and our world seems upside–down because we believe that external things
will work exactly as we plan and expect them to. We expect things that are changeable by nature not
to change, impermanent things to last forever. Then, when they shift, we get upset. Getting upset
when something in your house breaks shows that you didn’t really understand its impermanent
nature. When it’s time for something to break, it’s going to break, no matter what you expect.
Nevertheless, we still expect material things to last. Nothing material lasts; it’s impossible.
Therefore, to find lasting satisfaction, you should put more effort into your spiritual practice and
meditation than into manipulating the world around you. Lasting satisfaction comes from your
mind, from within you. Your main problem is your uncontrolled, dissatisfied mind, whose
nature is suffering.
Knowing this, when any problem arises, instead of getting upset because of your unfulfilled
expectations and busily distracting yourself with some external activity, relax, sit down and examine
the situation with your own mind. That is a much more constructive way of dealing with problems
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and pacifying your mind. Moreover, when you do this, you are allowing your innate knowledge–
wisdom to grow. Wisdom can never grow in an agitated, confused and restless mind.
Agitated mental states are a major obstacle to your gaining of wisdom. So too is the misconception
that your ego and your mind’s nature are one and the same. If that’s what you believe, you’ll never be
able to separate them and reach beyond ego. As long as you believe that you are totally in the nature
of sin and negativity you will never be able to transcend them. What you believe is very important
and very effectively perpetuates your wrong views. In the West, people seem to think that if you aren’t
one with your ego, you can’t have a life, get a job or do anything. That’s a dangerous delusion– you
can’t separate ego from mind, ego from life. That’s your big problem. You think that if you lose your
ego you’ll lose your personality, your mind, your human nature.
That’s simply not true; you shouldn’t worry about that. If you lose your ego you’ll be happy– you
should be happy. But of course, this raises the question, what is the ego? In the West, people seem to
have so many words for the ego, but do they know what the ego really is? Anyway, it doesn’t matter
how perfect your English is, the ego is not a word; the word is just a symbol. The actual ego is within
you: it’s the wrong conception that your self is independent, permanent and inherently existent. In
reality, what you believe to be “I” doesn’t exist.
If I were to ask everybody here to check deeply, beyond words, what they thought the ego was, each
person would have a different idea. I’m not joking; this is my experience. You should check your own.
We always say, very superficially, “That’s your ego,” but we have no idea of what the ego really is.
Sometimes we even use the term pejoratively: “Oh, don’t worry, that’s just your ego,” or something
like that, but if you check up more deeply, you’ll see that the average person thinks that the ego is his
personality, his life. Men feel that if they were to lose their ego, they’d lose their personalities, they’d
no longer be men; women feel that were they to lose their ego they’d lose their female qualities. That’s
not true; not true at all. Still, based on Westerners’ interpretation of life and ego, that’s pretty much
what is comes down to. They think the ego is something positive in the sense that it’s essential for
living in society; that if you don’t have an ego, you can’t mix in society. You check up more deeply– on
the mental level, not the physical. It’s interesting.
Even many psychologists describe the ego at such a superficial level that you’d think it was a
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physical entity. From the Buddhist point of view, the ego is a mental concept, not an physical thing.
Of course, symptoms of ego activity can manifest externally, such as when, for example, someone’s
angry and his face and body reflect that angry vibration. But that’s not anger itself; it’s a symptom of
anger. Similarly, ego is not its external manifestations but a mental factor, a psychological attitude.
You can’t see it from the outside.
When you meditate, you can see why today you’re up, tomorrow you’re down: mood swings are
caused by your mind. People who don’t check within themselves come up with very superficial
reasons like, “I’m unhappy today because the sun’s not shining,” but most of the time your ups and
downs are due to primarily psychological factors.
When a strong wind blows, the clouds vanish and blue sky appears. Similarly, when the powerful
wisdom that understands the nature of the mind arises, the dark clouds of ego disappear. Beyond the
ego– the agitated, uncontrolled mind– lie everlasting peace and satisfaction. That’s why Lord Buddha
prescribed penetrative analysis of both your positive and your negative sides. In particular, when your
negative mind arises, instead of being afraid, you should examine it more closely.
You see, Buddhism is not at all a tactful religion, always trying to avoid giving offense. Buddhism
addresses precisely what you are and what your mind is doing in the here and now. That’s what makes
it so interesting. You can’t expect to hear only positive things. Sure you have a positive side, but what
about the negative aspects of your nature? To gain an equal understanding of both, an understanding
of the totality of your being, you have to look at your negative characteristics as well as the positive
ones, and not try to cover them up.
I don’t have much more to say right now, but I’d be happy to try to answer some questions.

Q. Lama, were you saying that we should express rather than suppress our negative actions, that we
should let the negativity come out?
Lama. It depends. There are two things. If the negative emotion has already bubbled to the surface,
it’s probably better to express it in some way, but it’s preferable if you can deal with it before it has
reached that level. Of course, if you don’t have a method of dealing with strong negative emotions
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and you try to bottle them up deep inside, eventually that can lead to serious problems, such as an
explosion of anger that causes someone to pick up a gun and shoot people. What Buddhism teaches is
a method of examining that emotion with wisdom and digesting it through meditation, which allows
the emotion to simply dissolve. Expressing strong negative emotions externally leaves a tremendously
deep impression on your consciousness. This kind of imprint makes it easier for you to react in the
same harmful way again, except that the second time it may be even more powerful than the first.
This sets up a karmic chain of cause and effect that perpetuates such negative behavior. Therefore,
you have to exercise skill and judgment in dealing with negative energy, learn when and how to
express it and, especially, know how to recognize it early in the piece and digest it with wisdom.
Q. Could you please explain the relationship between Buddhist meditation techniques and hatha yoga?
Lama. In Buddhism we tend to focus more on penetrative introspection than on bodily movement,
although there are certain practices where the meditation techniques are enhanced by physical
exercises. In general, Buddhist meditation teaches us to look within at what we are, to understand our
own true nature. All the same, Buddhist meditation does not necessarily imply sitting in the lotus
position with your eyes closed– meditation can be brought into every aspect of your daily life. It is
important to be aware of everything you do so that you don’t unconsciously harm either yourself or
others. Whether you are walking, talking, working, eating–whatever you do, be conscious of the
actions of your body, speech and mind.
Q. Do Buddhists control their prana [wind energy] completely through the mind?
Lama. Yes. If you can control your mind, you can control anything. It’s impossible to control your
physical body without first controlling your mind. If you try to control your body forcibly, if you
pump yourself up with no understanding of the mind–body relationship, it can be very dangerous
and cause your mind great harm.
Q. Can you reach as deep a state of meditation through walking as you can through sitting?
Lama. Sure, it’s theoretically possible, but it depends upon the individual. For beginners, it is
obviously much easier to attain deeper states of concentration through sitting meditation.
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Experienced meditators, however, can maintain single–pointed concentration, a fully integrated
mind, whatever they’re doing, including walking. Of course, if someone’s mind is completely
disturbed, even sitting meditation may not be enough for him to integrate his mind. One of the
hallmarks of Buddhism is that you can’t say that everybody should do this, everybody should be like
that; it depends on the individual. However, we do have a clearly defined, step–like path of meditation
practice: first you develop this, then you move on to that, and so on through the various levels of
concentration. Similarly, the entire path to enlightenment– we call it the lam–rim– has been laid out
in a graded, logical fashion so that each person can find his or her own level and take it from there.
Q. Lama, can the various negative thoughts that arise in our minds come from a source outside of
ourselves, from other people, or perhaps from spirits?
Lama. Well, that’s a very good question. The real source, the deep root of negativity, lies within our
own minds, but for this to manifest usually requires interaction with a cooperative, environmental
cause, such as other people or the material world. For example, some people experience mood swings
as a result of astrological influences, such as the vibration of planetary movement. Others’ emotions
fluctuate because of hormonal changes in their bodies. Such experiences do not come from their
minds alone but through the interaction of physical and mental energy. Of course, we would also say
that the fact that we find ourselves in a body susceptible to this kind of change originally comes from
our minds. But I don’t think Lord Buddha would say that there is some outer spirit harming you like
that. What is possible is that your inner energy is relating to some outer energy, and that that
interaction makes you sick.
You can see from your own life experiences how the environment can affect you. When you’re
amongst peaceful, generous, happy people, you’re inclined to feel happy and peaceful yourself. When
you’re amongst angry, aggressive people, you tend to become like them. The human mind is like a
mirror. A mirror does not discriminate but simply reflects whatever’s before it, no matter whether it’s
horrible or wonderful. Similarly, your mind takes on the aspect of your surroundings, and if you’re
not aware of what’s going on, your mind can fill with garbage. Therefore, it is very important to be
conscious of your surroundings and how they affect your mind.
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The thing that you have to understand about religion is how your religion relates to your own
mind, how it relates to the life you lead. If you can manage that, religion is fantastic; the realizations
are there. You don’t need to emphasize belief in God, or Buddha, or sin or whatever; don’t worry
about all that. Just act out of right understanding as best you can and you’ll get results, even today.
Forget about super consciousness or super universal love– universal love grows slowly, steadily,
gradually. If, however, you’re just clinging to the notion, “Oh, fantastic! Infinite knowledge, infinite
power,” you’re simply on a power trip. Of course, spiritual power really does exist, but the only way
you can get it is by engaging in the proper spiritual actions. Power comes from within you; part of
you becomes power, too. Don’t think that the only true power is up there, somewhere in the sky. You
have power; your mind is power.
Q. Perception is one of the five aggregates that, according to Buddhist philosophy, constitute a person.
How does perception work?
Lama. Yes, that’s another good question. Most of the time, our perception is illusory; we’re not
perceiving reality. Sure, we see the sense world– attractive shapes, beautiful colors, nice tastes and so
forth– but we don’t actually perceive the real, true nature of the shapes, colors and tastes we see.
That’s how most of the time our perception is mistaken. So our mistaken perception processes the
information supplied by our five senses and transmits incorrect information to our mind, which
reacts under the influence of the ego. The result of all this is that most of the time we are
hallucinating, not seeing the true nature of things, not understanding the reality of even the sense
world.
Q. Does past karma affect our perception?
Lama. Yes, of course. Past karma affects our perception a lot. Our ego grasps at our uncontrolled
perception’s view, and our mind just follows along: that entire uncontrolled situation is what we call
karma. Karma is not simply some irrelevant theory; it’s the everyday perceptions in which we live,
that’s all.
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Q. Lama, what is the relationship between the body and mind as far as food is concerned.
Lama. Body is not mind, mind is not body, but the two have a very special connection. They are very
closely linked, very sensitive to changes in each other. For example, when people take drugs, the
substance doesn’t affect the mind directly. But since the mind is connected to the body’s nervous
system and sense organs, changes induced in the nervous system by the drug throw it out of harmony
and cause the mind to hallucinate. There’s a very strong connection between the body and the mind.
In Tibetan tantric yoga, we take advantage of that strong connection: by concentrating strongly on
the body’s psychic channels we can affect the mind accordingly. Therefore, even in everyday life, the
food you eat and the other things your body touches have an effect on your mind.
Q. Is fasting good for you?
Lama. Fasting is not all that important unless you are engaged in certain special mind training
practices. Then, fasting may even be essential. This is certainly the lamas’ experience. For example, if
you eat and drink all day and then try to meditate in the evening, your concentration will be very
poor. Therefore, when we’re doing serious meditation, we eat only once a day. In the morning, we just
drink tea; at midday we have lunch; and in the evening, instead of eating, we again drink tea. For us,
this kind of routine makes life desirably simple and the body very comfortable; but for someone not
engaged in mind training, it would probably feel like torture. Normally, we don’t advocate fasting. We
tell people not to punish themselves but simply to be happy and reasonable and to keep their bodies
as healthy as they can. If your body gets weak, your mind becomes useless. When your mind becomes
useless, your precious human life becomes useless. But on special occasions, when fasting enhances
your meditation practice, when there’s a higher purpose, I would say yes, fasting can be good for you.
Thank you very much. If there are no further questions, I won’t keep you any longer.
Thank you very much.

Brisbane, Australia, 28 April 1975
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A Glimpse of Buddhist Psychology

T

he study of Buddhism is not a dry, intellectual undertaking or the skeptical analysis of
some religious, philosophical doctrine. On the contrary, when you study Dharma and
learn how to meditate, you are the main topic; you are mainly interested in your own

mind, your own true nature.
Buddhism is a method for controlling the undisciplined mind in order to lead it from suffering to
happiness. At the moment, we all have an undisciplined mind, but if we can develop a correct
understanding of its characteristic nature, control will follow naturally and we’ll be able to release
emotional ignorance and the suffering it brings automatically. Therefore, no matter whether you are a
believer or a non–believer, religious or not religious, a Christian, a Hindu, or a scientist, black or
white, an Easterner or a Westerner, the most important thing to know is your own mind and
how it works.
If you don’t know your own mind, your misconceptions will prevent you from seeing reality. Even
though you might say you’re a practitioner of this or that religion, if you investigate more deeply, you
might find that you are nowhere. Be careful. No religion is against your knowing your own nature,
but all too frequently religious people involve themselves too much in their religion’s history,
philosophy or doctrine and ignore how and what they themselves are, their present state of being.
Instead of using their religion to attain its goals–salvation, liberation, inner freedom, eternal
happiness and joy–they play intellectual games with their religion, as if it were a material possession.
Without understanding how your inner nature evolves, how can you possibly discover eternal
happiness? Where is eternal happiness? It’s not in the sky or in the jungle; you won’t find it in the air
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or under the ground. Everlasting happiness is within you, within your psyche, your consciousness,
your mind. That’s why it is so important that you investigate the nature of your own mind.
If the religious theory that you learn does not serve to bring happiness and joy into your everyday
life, what’s the point? Even though you say, “I’m a practitioner of this or that religion,” check what
you’ve done, how you’ve acted, and what you’ve discovered since you’ve been following it. And don’t
be afraid to question yourself in detail. Your own experience is good. It is essential to question
everything you do, otherwise, how do you know what you’re doing? As I’m sure you know already,
blind faith in any religion can never solve your problems.
Many people are lackadaisical about their spiritual practice. “It’s easy. I go to church every week.
That’s enough for me.” That’s not the answer. What’s the purpose of your religion? Are you getting the
answers you need or is your practice simply a joke? You have to check. I’m not putting anybody down,
but you have to be sure of what you’re doing. Is your practice perverted, polluted by hallucination, or
is it realistic? If your path teaches you to act and exert yourself correctly and leads to spiritual
realizations such as love, compassion and wisdom, then obviously it’s worthwhile. Otherwise, you’re
just wasting your time.
The mental pollution of misconceptions is far more dangerous than drugs. Wrong ideas and faulty
practice get deeply rooted in your mind, build up during your life, and accompany your mind into
the next one. That is much more dangerous than some physical substance.
All of us, the religious and the non–religious, Easterner and Westerner alike, want to be happy.
Everybody seeks happiness, but are you looking in the right place? Perhaps happiness is here but
you’re looking there. Make sure that you seek happiness where it can be found.
We consider Lord Buddha’s teaching to be more akin to psychology and philosophy than to what
you might usually imagine religion to be. Many people seem to think that religion is mostly a
question of belief, but if your religious practice relies mainly on faith, sometimes one skeptical
question from a friend– “What on earth are you doing?”–can shatter it completely: “Oh my god!
Everything I’ve been doing is wrong.” Therefore, before you commit yourself to any spiritual path,
make sure you know exactly what you’re doing.
Buddhist psychology teaches that emotional attachment to the sense world results from physical
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and mental feelings. Your five senses provide information to your mind, producing various feelings,
all of which can be classified into three groups: pleasant, unpleasant and neutral. These feelings arise
in response to either physical or mental stimuli.
When we experience pleasant feelings, emotional attachment ensues, and when that pleasant
feeling subsides, craving arises, the desire to experience it again. The nature of this mind is
dissatisfaction; it disturbs our mental peace because its nature is agitation. When we experience
unpleasant feelings, we automatically dislike and want to get rid of them; aversion arises, again
disturbing our mental peace. When we feel neutral, we ignore what’s going on and don’t want to see
reality. Thus, whatever feelings arise in our daily lives–pleasant, unpleasant or neutral–they disturb us
emotionally and there’s no balance or equanimity in our minds.
So, examining your own feelings in this way has nothing to do with belief, has it? This is not some
Eastern, Himalayan mountain thing. This is you; this is your thing. You can’t refute what I’m saying
by claiming, “I have no feelings.” It’s so simple, isn’t it?
Furthermore, many of our negative actions are reactions to feeling. See for yourself. When you feel
pleasant as a result of contact with people or other sense objects, analyze exactly how you feel, why
you feel pleasant. The pleasant feeling is not in the external object, is it? It’s in your mind. I’m sure we
can all agree that the pleasant feeling is not outside of you. So, why do you feel that way? If you
experiment like this, you will discover that happiness and joy, discomfort and unhappiness, and
neutral feelings are all within you. You will find that you yourself are mainly responsible for the
feelings you experience and that you cannot blame others for the way you feel: “He makes me
miserable; she makes me miserable; that stuff makes me miserable.” You cannot blame society for
your problems, although that’s what we always do, isn’t it? It’s not realistic.
Once you realize the true evolution of your mental problems, you’ll never blame any other living
being for how you feel. That realization is the beginning of good communication with and respect for
others. Normally, we’re unconscious; we act unconsciously and automatically disrespect and hurt
others. We don’t care; we just do it, that’s all.
Many people, even some psychologists, seem to think that you can stop the emotion of craving–
desire by feeding it with some object or other: if you’re suffering because your husband or wife has
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left you, getting another one will solve your problem. That’s impossible. Without understanding the
characteristic nature of your feelings of pleasant, unpleasant and neutral, you will never discover the
nature of your mental attitudes, and without discovering that, you can never put an end to your
emotional problems.
For instance, Buddhism says you should feel compassion and love for all living beings. How can
you possibly feel even equanimity for all beings while the ignorant, dualistic mind is functioning so
strongly within you? You can’t, because emotionally you are too extreme. When you feel happy
because a pleasant feeling has arisen through contact with a particular object, you grossly exaggerate
what you consider to be the good qualities of that object, inflating your emotions as much as you
possibly can. But you know that your mind can’t stay up like that. It’s impermanent, transitory, so of
course, you soon crash back down. Then, automatically, your unbalanced mind gets depressed. You
have to understand exactly how much energy you expend in pursuit of or in flight from mental
feelings. We are always too extreme; we have to find the middle way.
If you look a little deeper, you will also find that feelings are responsible for all the conflict in the
world. From two small children fighting over a piece of candy to two huge nations fighting over their
very existence, what are they fighting for? For pleasant feelings. Even children too young to speak will
fight because they want to feel happy.
Through meditation you can easily see the truth of all this. Meditation reveals everything that’s in
your mind; all your garbage, all your positivity; everything can be seen through meditation. But don’t
think that meditation means just sitting on the floor in the lotus position doing nothing. Being
conscious, aware of everything that you do–walking, eating, drinking, talking–is meditation. The
sooner you realize this, the quicker will you realize that you yourself are responsible for your actions,
that you yourself are responsible for the happy feelings you want and the unhappy feelings you don’t,
and that nobody else controls you.
When a pleasant feeling arises and then, as is its nature, subsides, causing you to feel frustrated
because you want it again, that’s not created by God, Krishna, Buddha or any other outside entity.
Your own actions are responsible. Isn’t that easy to see? The weak mind thinks, “Oh, he made me sick,
she makes me feel horrible.” That’s the weak mind at work, always trying to blame somebody or
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something else. Actually, I think that examining your everyday life experiences to see how your
physical and mental feelings arise is a wonderful thing to do. You’re learning all the time; there’s no
such time that you’re not learning. In that way, through the application of your own knowledge–
wisdom, you will discover that the realization of everlasting peace and joy is within you.
Unfortunately, the weak mind doesn’t possess much knowledge–wisdom energy; you have to nurture
that energy within your own mind.
Why does Mahayana Buddhism teach us to develop a feeling of equanimity for all sentient beings?
We often choose just one small thing, one small atom, one single living being, thinking, “This is the
one for me; this is the best.” Thus, we create extremes of value: we grossly exaggerate the value of the
one we like and engender disdain for all the rest. This is not good for you, for your mental peace.
Instead, you should examine your behavior, “Why am I doing this? My unrealistic, egocentric mind is
polluting my consciousness.” Then, by meditating on equanimity–all sentient beings are exactly the
same in wanting happiness and not desiring suffering–you can learn to eliminate the extremes of
tremendous attachment to one and tremendous aversion to the other. In this way you can easily keep
your mind balanced and healthy. Many people have had this experience.
Therefore, Lord Buddha’s psychology can be of great help when you’re trying to deal with the
frustrations that disturb your daily life. Remember that when pleasant feelings arise, desire, craving
and attachment follow in their wake; when unpleasant feelings arise, aversion and hatred appear; and
when you feel neutral, ignorance, blindness to reality, occupies your mind. If, through these
teachings, you can learn the reality of how your feelings arise and how you react to them, your life
will be much improved and you will experience much happiness, peace and joy.
Are there any questions?

Q. Buddhism always talks about karma. What is it?
Lama. Karma is your experiences of body and mind. The word itself is Sanskrit; it means cause and
effect. Your experiences of mental and physical happiness or unhappiness are the effects of certain
causes, but those effects themselves become the cause of future results. One action produces a
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reaction; that is karma. Both Eastern philosophies and science explain that all matter is inter–related;
if you can understand that, you will understand how karma works. All existence, internal and
external, does not come about accidentally; the energy of all internal and external phenomena is
interdependent. For example, your body’s energy is related to the energy of your parents’ bodies; their
bodies’ energy is related to their parents’ bodies, and so forth. That sort of evolution is karma.
Q. What is nirvana and do many people attain it?
Lama. When you develop your powers of concentration such that you can integrate your mind into
single–pointed concentration, you will gradually diminish your ego’s emotional reactions until they
disappear altogether. At that point, you transcend your ego and discover an everlasting, blissful,
peaceful state of mind. That is what we call nirvana. Many people have attained this state and many
more are well on their way to it.
Q. In nirvana, do you cease to exist in a bodily form; does the person disappear?
Lama. No, you still have a form, but it doesn’t have an uncontrolled nervous system like the one we
have now. And don’t worry, when you attain nirvana you still exist, but in a state of perfect happiness.
So, try hard to reach it as soon as possible.
Q. Didn’t Buddha say that he would never be reborn once he had attained nirvana?
Lama. Perhaps, but what did he mean? He meant that he would not take an uncontrolled rebirth
impelled by the energy force of ego, which is the way we samsaric sentient beings are reborn. Instead,
he can reincarnate with perfect control, his only purpose being to help mother sentient beings.
Q. You spoke a lot about pleasure and happiness, and I am trying to get clear in my mind the distinction
between the two. Are they the same thing? Can one become attached to pleasure but not to happiness?
Lama. They’re the same thing and we get attached to both. What we should aim for is the experience
of pleasure without attachment; we should enjoy our feelings of happiness while understanding the
nature of the subject, our mind, the object, and our feelings. Someone who has reached nirvana is
able to do this.
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Q. I would like to clarify the Buddhist meaning of meditation. Am I right in interpreting it as “observing
the passage of your mind”?
Lama. Yes, you can think of it that way. As I said before, Buddhist meditation doesn’t necessarily
mean sitting cross–legged with your eyes closed. Simply observing how your mind is responding to
the sense world as you go about your business–walking, talking, shopping, whatever–can be a really
perfect meditation and bring a perfect result.
Q. With respect to rebirth, what is it that is reborn?
Lama. When you die, your consciousness separates from your body, enters the intermediate state, and
from there it is born into another physical form. We call that rebirth. Physical and mental energy are
different from each other. Physical energy is extremely limited, but mental energy always has
continuity.
Q. Is it possible for the consciousness to develop in the after–death state or is it only in life that
consciousness can evolve?
Lama. During the death process, your consciousness keeps flowing, just like electricity, which comes
from the generator but flows continually through different houses, different appliances and so forth,
occupying different things. So, it is possible for the consciousness to develop in the intermediate state.
Q. So the mind does not need a physical body to develop?
Lama. Well, there is an intermediate state body, but it’s not like ours; it’s a very light, psychic body.
Q. When you recite mantras, do you ever concentrate on any of the body’s physical organs or do you focus
only on your mind? Can you concentrate on your chakras, or energy centers?
Lama. It’s possible, but you have to remember that there are different methods for different purposes.
Don’t think that Lord Buddha taught only one thing. Buddhism contains thousands upon thousands,
perhaps even countless, methods of meditation, all given in order to suit the varying propensities and
dispositions of the infinite individual living beings.
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Q. Is the consciousness that develops during our life and leaves when we die a part of some supreme
consciousness? Like God or universal consciousness?
Lama. No, it’s a very ordinary, simple mind and is in direct continuity with the mind you have right
now. The difference is that it has separated from your body and is seeking another. This intermediate
state mind is under the control of karma, and is agitated, conflicted and confused. There’s no way you
can call it higher or supreme.
Q. Are you familiar with the Hindu concepts of atman and brahman?
Lama. While Hindu philosophy accepts the idea of a soul [atman], Buddhism does not. We
completely deny the existence of a self–existent I, or a permanent, independent soul. Every aspect of
your body and mind is impermanent: changing, changing, changingÖ. Buddhists also deny the
existence of a permanent hell. Every pain, every pleasure we experience is in a state of constant flux;
so transitory, so impermanent, always changing, never lasting. Therefore, recognizing the
dissatisfactory nature of our existence and renouncing the world in which transitory sense objects
contact transitory sense organs to produce transitory feelings, none of which are worth grasping at,
we seek instead the everlasting, eternally joyful realizations of enlightenment or nirvana.
Q. Do you think ritual is as important to the Western person trying to practice Buddhism as it is to the
Easterner, who has a feeling for it?
Lama. It depends on what you mean. Actual Buddhist meditation doesn’t require you to accompany
it with material objects; the only thing that matters is your mind. You don’t need to ring bells or wave
things about. Is that what you mean by ritual? [Yes.] Good; so, you don’t need to worry, and that
applies equally to the East as it does to the West. Nevertheless, some people do need these things;
different minds need different methods. For example, you wear glasses. They’re not the most
important thing, but some people need them. For the same reason, the various world religions teach
various paths according to the individual abilities and levels of their many and varied followers.
Therefore, we cannot say, “This is the one true way. Everybody should follow my path.”
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Q. Are new methods of practice required in the West today?
Lama. No. No new methods are required. All the methods are there already, you just need to
discover them.
Q. I am trying to understand the relationship in Buddhism between the mind and the body. Is mind more
important than body? For example, in the case of tantric monks who do overtone chanting, obviously they
develop a part of their body in order to sing, so just how important is the body?
Lama. The mind is the most important thing, but there are some meditation practices that are
enhanced by certain physical yoga exercises. Conversely, if your body is sick, that can affect your
mind. So, it’s also important to keep your body healthy. But if you concern yourself with only the
physical and neglect to investigate the reality of your own mind, that’s not wise either; it’s
unbalanced, not realistic. So, I think we all agree that the mind is more important than the body, but
at the same time, we cannot forget about the body altogether. I’ve seen Westerners come to the East
for teachings, and when they hear about Tibetan yogis living in the high mountains without food
they think, “Oh, fantastic! I want to be just like Milarepa.” That’s a mistake. If you were born in the
West, your body is used to certain specific conditions, so to keep it healthy, you need to create a
conducive environment. You can’t do a Himalayan trip. Be wise, not extreme.
Q. Is it true that when a human is born his or her mind is pure and innocent?
Lama. As we all know, when you are born, your mind is not too occupied by intellectual
complications. But as you get older and start to think, it begins to fill up with so much information,
philosophy, that–this, this is good, that is bad, I should have this, I shouldn’t have thatÖyou
intellectualize too much, filling your mind with garbage. That certainly makes your mind much
worse. Still, that doesn’t mean that you were born absolutely pure and that only after the arrival of the
intellect did you become negative. It doesn’t mean that. Why not? Because if you were fundamentally
free of ignorance and attachment, any garbage coming at you would not be able to get in.
Unfortunately, we’re not like that. Fundamentally, not only are we wide open to whatever intellectual
garbage comes our way, but we’ve got a big welcome sign out. So moment by moment, more and
more garbage is piling up in our minds. Therefore, you can’t say that children are born with
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absolutely pure minds. It’s wrong. Babies cry because they have feelings. When an unpleasant feeling
arises–perhaps they’re craving their mother’s milk–they cry.
Q. We have this idea of consciousness transmigrating from body to body, from life to life, but if there is
continuity of consciousness, why is it that we don’t remember our previous lives?
Lama. Too much supermarket information crowding into our minds makes us forget our previous
experiences! Even science says that the brain is limited such that new information suppresses the old.
They say that, but it’s not quite right. What actually happens is that basically, the human mind is
mostly unconscious, ignorant, and gets so preoccupied with new experiences that it forgets the old
ones. Review the past month: exactly what happened, precisely what feelings did you have, every day?
You can’t remember, can you? So checking back further, all the way back to the time when you were
just a few cells in your mother’s womb, then even farther back than that: it’s very difficult, isn’t it? But
if you practice this slowly, slowly, continuously checking within your mind, eventually you’ll be able
to remember more and more of your previous experiences.
Many of us may have had the experience of reacting very strangely to something that has happened
and being perplexed by our reaction, which seems not to have been based on any of this life’s
experiences: “That’s weird. Why did I react like that? I’ve no idea where that came from.” That’s
because it’s based on a previous life’s experience. Modern psychologists cannot explain such reactions
because they don’t understand mental continuity, the beginningless nature of each individual’s mind.
They don’t understand that mental reactions can result from impulses that were generated thousands
and thousands of years ago. But if you keep investigating your mind through meditation, you will
eventually understand all this through your own experience. It’s definitely possible.
Q. Could it be negative to find out about previous lives? Could it be disturbing?
Lama. Well, it could be either a positive or a negative experience. If you realize your previous lives, it
will be a positive experience. Disturbance comes from ignorance. You should try to realize the
characteristic nature of negativity. When you do, the problem’s solved. Understanding the nature of
negativity stops the problems it brings. Therefore, right understanding is the only solution to both
physical and mental problems. You should always check very carefully how you’re expending your
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energy: will it make you happy or not. That’s a big responsibility, don’t you think? It’s your choice: the
path of wisdom or the path of ignorance.
Q. What is the meaning of suffering?
Lama. Mental agitation is suffering; dissatisfaction is suffering. Actually, it is very important to
understand the various subtle levels of suffering, otherwise people are going to say, “Why does
Buddhism say everybody’s suffering? I’m happy.” When Lord Buddha talked about suffering, he didn’t
mean just the pain of a wound or the kind of mental anguish that we often experience. We say that
we’re happy, but if we check our happiness more closely, we’ll find that there’s still plenty of
dissatisfaction in our minds. From the Buddhist point of view, simply the fact that we can’t control
our minds is mental suffering; in fact, that’s worse than the various physical sufferings we experience.
Therefore, when Buddhism talks about suffering, it’s emphasizing the mental level much more than
the physical, and that’s why, in practical terms, Buddhist teachings are basically applied psychology.
Buddhism teaches the nature of suffering at the mental level and the methods for its eradication.
Q. Why do we all experience suffering and what do we learn from it?
Lama. That’s so simple, isn’t it? Why are you suffering? Because you’re too involved in acting out of
ignorance and grasping with attachment. You learn from suffering by realizing where it comes from
and exactly what it is that makes you suffer. In our infinite previous lives we have had so many
experiences but we still haven’t learned that much. Many people think that they’re learning from their
experiences, but they’re not. There are infinite past experiences in their unconscious but they still
know nothing about their own true nature.
Q. Why do we have the opportunity to be attached?
Lama. Because we’re hallucinating; we’re not seeing the reality of either the subject or the object.
When you understand the nature of an object of attachment, the subjective mind of attachment
automatically disappears. It’s the foggy mind, the mind that’s attracted to an object and paints a
distorted projection onto it, that makes you suffer. That’s all. It’s really quite simple.
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Q. I’ve seen Tibetan images of wrathful deities, but although they were fierce– looking, they didn’t look
evil. That made me wonder whether or not Buddhism emphasizes evil and bad things.
Lama. Buddhism never emphasizes the existence of external evil. Evil is a projection of your mind. If
evil exists, it’s within you. There’s no outside evil to fear. Wrathful deities are emanations of
enlightened wisdom and serve to help people who have a lot of uncontrolled anger. In meditation, the
angry person transforms his anger into wisdom, which is then visualized as a wrathful deity; thus the
energy of his anger is digested by wisdom. Briefly, that’s how the method works.
Q. What do you feel about a person killing another person in self–defense? Do you think people have the
right to protect themselves, even at the expense of the aggressor’s life?
Lama. In most cases of killing in self–defense, it’s still done out of uncontrolled anger. You should
protect yourself as best you can without killing the other. For example, if you attack me, I’m
responsible to protect myself, but without killing you.
Q. If killing me was the only way you could stop me, would you do it?
Lama. Then it would be better that you kill me.
Well, if there are no further questions, I won’t keep you any longer. Thank you very much
for everything.

Christchurch, New Zealand, 14 June 1975
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Biographies

Lama Thubten Yeshe was born in Tibet in 1935. At the age of six, he entered the great Sera Monastic
University, Lhasa, where he studied until 1959, when the Chinese invasion of Tibet forced him into
exile in India. Lama Yeshe continued to study and meditate in India until 1967, when, with his chief
disciple, Lama Thubten Zopa Rinpoche, he went to Nepal. Two years later he established Kopan
Monastery, near Kathmandu, in order to teach Buddhism to Westerners. In 1974, the Lamas began
making annual teaching tours to the West, and as a result of these travels a worldwide network of
Buddhist teaching and meditation centers– the Foundation for the Preservation of the Mahayana
Tradition– began to develop. In 1984, after an intense decade of imparting a wide variety of
incredible teachings and establishing one FPMT activity after another, at the age of forty–nine, Lama
Yeshe passed away. He was reborn as Osel Hita Torres in Spain in 1985, recognized as the incarnation
of Lama Yeshe by His Holiness the Dalai Lama in 1986, and, as the monk Lama Tenzin Osel
Rinpoche, is studying for his geshe degree at the reconstituted Sera Monastery in South India. He is
thirteen years old. Lama’s remarkable story is told in Vicki Mackenzie’s book, Reincarnation: The Boy
Lama (Wisdom Publications, 1996).
Some of Lama Yeshe’s teachings have also been published by Wisdom. Books include Wisdom
Energy; Introduction to Tantra; The Tantric Path of Purification; and (summer, 1998) The Bliss of Inner
Fire. Transcripts in print are Light of Dharma; Life, Death and After Death; and Transference of
Consciousness at the Time of Death. Available through FPMT centers or at www.wisdompubs.org.
Lama Yeshe on videotape: Introduction to Tantra, The Three Principal Aspects of the Path, and
Offering Tsok to Heruka Vajrasattva. Available from the Lama Yeshe Wisdom Archive.
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Dr. Nicholas Ribush, MB, BS, is a graduate of Melbourne University Medical School (1964) who first
encountered Buddhism at Kopan Monastery in 1972. Since then he has been a student of Lamas Yeshe
and Zopa Rinpoche and a full time worker for the FPMT. He was a monk from 1974 to 1986. He
established FPMT archiving and publishing activities at Kopan in 1973, and with Lama Yeshe
founded Wisdom Publications in 1975. Between 1981 and 1996 he served as Wisdom’s director,
editorial director and director of development. Over the years he has edited and published many
teachings by Lama Yeshe and Lama Zopa Rinpoche, and established and/or directed several other
FPMT activities, including the International Mahayana Institute, Tushita Mahayana Meditation
Centre, the Enlightened Experience Celebration, Mahayana Publications, Kurukulla Center for
Tibetan Buddhist Studies and now the Lama Yeshe Wisdom Archive. He has been a member of the
FPMT board of directors since its inception in 1983.
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The Lama Yeshe Wisdom Archive
The Lama Yeshe Wisdom Archive (LYWA) is the collected works of Lama Thubten Yeshe and Lama
Thubten Zopa Rinpoche. The Archive was founded in 1996 by Lama Zopa Rinpoche, its spiritual
director, to make available in various ways the teachings it contains. Distribution of free booklets of
edited teachings is one of the ways.
Lama Yeshe and Lama Zopa Rinpoche began teaching at Kopan Monastery, Nepal, in 1970. Since
then, their teachings have been recorded and transcribed. At present the LYWA contains about 5,000
cassette tapes and approximately 40,000 pages of transcribed teachings on computer disk. Some 3,000
tapes, mostly teachings by Lama Zopa Rinpoche, remain to be transcribed. As Rinpoche continues to
teach, the number of tapes in the Archive increases accordingly. Most of the transcripts have been
neither checked nor edited.
Here at the LYWA we are making every effort to organize the transcription of that which has not
yet been transcribed, to edit that which has not yet been edited, and generally to do the many other
tasks detailed below. In all this, we need your help.
Please contact us for more information:
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Lama Yeshe Wisdom Archive
PO Box 1095
Brookline, MA 02146, USA
Telephone (617) 731–2912
Fax (617) 731–9856
Email nribush@compuserve.com

The Archive Trust
The work of the Lama Yeshe Wisdom Archive falls into two categories: archiving and
dissemination.
Archiving requires managing the audiotapes of teachings by Lama Yeshe and Lama Zopa Rinpoche
that have already been collected, collecting tapes of teachings given but not yet sent to the Archive,
and collecting tapes of Lama Zopa’s on–going teachings, talks, advice and so forth as he travels the
world for the benefit of all. Tapes are then catalogued and stored safely while being kept accessible for
further work.
We organize the transcription of tapes, add the transcripts to the already existent database of
teachings, manage this database, have transcripts checked and make transcripts available to editors or
others doing research on or practicing these teachings.
Other archiving activities include working with videotapes and photographs of the Lamas and
investigating the latest means of preserving Archive materials.
Dissemination involves making the Lamas’ teachings available directly or indirectly through
various avenues such as booklets for free distribution, regular books for the trade, lightly edited
transcripts, floppy disks, audio and videotapes, and articles in Mandala and other magazines, and on
the FPMT web site. Irrespective of the method we choose, the teachings require intensive editing to
prepare them for distribution.
This is just a summary of what we do. The Archive was established with virtually no seed funding
and has developed solely through the kindness of the many people mentioned at the front of this
booklet.
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Our further development similarly depends upon the generosity of those who see the benefit and
necessity of this work, and we would be extremely grateful for your help.
The Archive Trust has been established to facilitate this work and we hereby appeal to you for your
kind support. If you would like to make a contribution to help us with any of the above tasks or to
sponsor booklets for free distribution, please contact us at our Brookline address.
The Lama Yeshe Wisdom Archive is a 501(c)(3) tax–deductible, non–profit corporation dedicated
to the welfare of all sentient beings and totally dependent upon your donations for its continued
existence.
Thank you so much for your support.
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